Friendship Soup’ by MAC Yellow

What do we need in our friendship groups to be the best friends we can be?

Alexandria & Tenzin: 5 packets forgiveness, 3 scoops honesty, 2 tbls fun, 3kg forgiveness, 5ml goofiness, 1L generosity, 9 cups safety, 2 bowls hugs, 2 tbls sharing, 5 bowls of sensibility & 5 tonnes of laughter.

Rea Amy H Amy K Lachlan Christelle: 2 bowls laughter, 10 scoops of joy, 1000 cups honesty, 5t inclusiveness, 10 packets of being responsible, 6kg goofiness, 3 scoops love, 100 packets trust, 1000 bowls compassion.

Max Seb, Noel Thomas: 1 cup goofiness, 20g safety, 30kg love, 99 bowls of fun, 41 cups happiness, 2kg laughter, 7 cups compassion, 5 packets respect, 2 kg trust, 75 cups of forgiveness.

Madeline & Sophia: 12 cups goofiness, 1t sensibility, 12 packets honesty, 1/4 t disagreement, 11 bunches of forgiveness, 12L love, 12L trust, 8 bunches of fun, 10 scoops of safety, 12L hugs, 9 bunches listening & generosity.

Chloe, Andie & Serafina: 1L hugs, 1 cup listening, 1 cup love, 1 tbls kindness, a scoop of fun, 1L of trust, a bowl of forgiveness, a bunch of honesty, a packet of peace, 1L of safety.

Lily & Ellie: 1 scoop of inclusiveness, 3 teaspoons kindness, 2 tbls goofiness, 5 tsp laughter, a handful of trust, a pinch of safety, a tbls sharing, 200 litres of honesty and a bowl of forgiveness.

Joaquin, Nicholas, Leo, Alexander: 2 cups safety, 9L forgiveness, 20g laughter, 1 tsp goofiness, 10000kg fun, 10kg peace, 2 bowls of love and a tiny tsp of disagreement.

Max S & Oliver: 1000kg helping, 10000kg awesomeness, 10000kg nice compliments, 10000kg love, 100000kg goofiness, 1000kg compassion, 10000kg honesty & 100000kg forgiveness.

Luke 6:38 Give, and you will receive. You will be given much. It will be poured into your hands more than you can hold. You will be given so much that it will spill into your lap. The way you give to others is the way God will give to you.”